[Investigation of dynamic spectral characteristics of water in blood plasma hydrosols from breast cancer patients].
Our data on spectral characteristics of water in blood plasma hydrosols from breast cancer patients and healthy subjects are presented. A substantial difference between the two groups was found. As it was shown by us earlier, in breast cancer patients, as well as in other cancer patients, changes in spectral characteristics of water influence tissue hydrosols of the whole body. They persist even after tumor is radically removed. Such differences were probably linked to those in water molecular resonance frequencies. Using infrared spectroscopy, we confirmed the evidence available on carcinogenic (promoting) effect of both native and synthetic estrogens. It is suggested that healthy adult women have a certain "frequency immunity" which protects from the monthly autogenous promoting influences of estrogens. Our findings may contribute to devising further therapeutic frequency-assisted means of impacting on malignant tissue hydrosols.